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Abstract

In a distributed manufacturing environment, factories possessing various machines and tools at different geographical locations

are often combined to achieve the highest production efficiency. When jobs requiring several operations are received, feasible

process plans are produced by those factories available. These process plans may vary due to different resource constraints.

Therefore, obtaining an optimal or near-optimal process plan becomes important. This paper presents a genetic algorithm (GA),

which, according to prescribed criteria such as minimizing processing time, could swiftly search for the optimal process plan for a

single manufacturing system as well as distributed manufacturing systems. By applying the GA, the computer-aided process

planning (CAPP) system can generate optimal or near-optimal process plans based on the criterion chosen. Case studies are included

to demonstrate the feasibility and robustness of the approach. The main contribution of this work lies with the application of GA to

CAPP in both a single and distributed manufacturing system. It is shown from the case study that the approach is comparative or

better than the conventional single-factory CAPP.

r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Increasing product varieties, product customization
and a shorter lead-time are the key challenges for a
manufacturing company. The existing manufacturing
systems cannot adequately conform to these require-
ments because of their inflexibility and deterministic
approaches to decision-making in a stochastic environ-
ment, and insufficient communication and exploitation
of expertise. In order to meet new challenges, a shift of
the manufacturing paradigm from deterministic to a
new manufacturing perspective is needed [1]. Several
influencing approaches are emerging, such as the fractal
factory [2], bionic manufacturing systems [3], holonic
manufacturing systems [4], distributed manufacturing
systems [5], etc. Much investigation and study [6,7] has
proven that distributed manufacturing enables the
e front matter r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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enterprises to achieve better product quality, lower
production cost and reduced management risk. This
paper proposes and develops a genetic algorithm (GA)
for solving the computer-aided process planning
(CAPP) problem based on the concept of distributed
manufacturing.
A practical industrial environment exhibits a high

degree of complexity where multiple alternative process
plans exist, and obtaining an optimal or near-optimal
process plan has long been a difficult task in the
manufacturing research community. Traditional CAPP
systems aim to obtain optimal machining processes,
machines and tools capable of performing specified
operations from a single job shop having limited
available manufacturing resources. However, in a
distributed manufacturing environment, there are other
available factories capable of performing a task, and it is
possible that one of them may provide a more efficient
and better process plan. Therefore, developing a CAPP
system, which can produce optimal process plans in a
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distributed manufacturing environment, is the main
objective of the present study.
Manufacturing systems are complex in nature and

difficult to optimize using conventional techniques.
Evolutionary algorithms, which mimic living organisms
in achieving optimal survival solutions, can often out-
perform conventional optimization methods. In the past
two decades, GA has been widely applied to solve
optimization problems. The first application of GA goes
back to the 1960s, but only by the end of the 1980s, due
largely to Goldberg’s [8] studies, its application became
prominent in the engineering community. Since then, GA
has become an optimization technique for solving
complex manufacturing problems, such as job shop
scheduling and process planning. Because process plan-
ning is a NP-hard problem [9], some global search
techniques must be applied. In this research, GA is
chosen for solving this optimization problem. Auto-
mated processing planning based on GA and/or simu-
lated annealing have been reported in [10–12]. However,
most of the reported work and case studies dealt with the
process planning of a single factory that manufactures
the components under the same environment.
2. Genetic algorithm

2.1. Distributed manufacturing systems

As depicted in Fig. 1, in a distributed manufacturing
environment, factories possessing various machines and
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Fig. 2. Representation
tools are at different geographical locations, and
different manufacturing capabilities are often selected
to achieve the highest production efficiency. When jobs
requiring several operations are received, feasible
process plans are produced by available factories
according to the precedence relationships of those
operations. Manufacturing operations can be performed
by different machines and tools located at different
locations. The final optimal or near-optimal process
plan will emerge after comparison of all the feasible
process plans.

2.2. Representation of process plans

When dealing with a distributed manufacturing
system, a chromosome not only represents the sequence
of the operations but also indicates which factory
this process plan comes from. Therefore, the identity
number of the factory will be placed as the first gene
of each chromosome no matter how the other genes
are randomly arranged. Every other gene comprises
operation ID and corresponding machine, tool and
tool access direction (TAD), which will be used to
accomplish this operation. As a result, a process plan
will be represented by a random combination of genes.
Fig. 2 shows the representation of a six-operation
process plan. ‘001’ is the factory ID, ‘Op4’ represents
operation 4; M-02, T-04 and +x in the second row
represent the machine, tool and TAD, respectively,
that will be used to perform operation 4, so are the
other columns.
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2.3. Population initialization

The generation of the initial population in GA is
usually done randomly, however, the initial population
must consist of strings of valid sequences, satisfying all
precedence relations. Once the number of initialized
chromosomes is prescribed, the procedures of initializa-
tion are given as follows:
(1)
 Randomly select one factory ID number from the
available factory list.
(2)
 Randomly select one operation among those, which
have no predecessors.
(3)
 Among the remaining operations, randomly select
one which has no predecessors or which either
predecessors all have already been selected.
(4)
 Repeat step (3) until each operation has been
selected for only once.
(5)
 Revisit the first selected operation.

(6)
 Randomly select machines and tools from the

selected factory that can be used for manufacturing
the operation.
(7)
 Randomly select one amongst all possible TADs for
the operation.
(8)
 Repeat steps (6) and (7), until each operation has
been assigned a machine, tool and TAD.
(9)
 Repeat steps (1)–(8) until the number of prescribed
chromosome is reached.
2.4. Reproduction

A genetic search starts with a randomly generated
initial population; further generations are created by
applying GA operators. This eventually leads to a
generation of high performing individuals. There are
usually three operators in a typical GA, namely cross-
4 1
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Fig. 3. Crossove
over operator, mutation operator and inversion opera-
tor. In the proposed GA, mutation and crossover
operators are used for gene recombination, which is
also called offspring generation.

2.4.1. Crossover

In this work, a crossover operator described by
Bhashara et al. [13] is adopted. This is designed by
modifying Goldberg and Lingle’s partially matched
crossover (PMX) operator [14] to ensure the local
precedence of operations is met and a feasible offspring
is generated. The procedure of the crossover operation is
described as follows (see Fig. 3):
(1)
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Randomly choose two chromosomes as parent
chromosomes.
(2)
 Based on the chromosome length, two crossover
points are randomly generated to select a segment in
one parent. Each string is then divided into three
parts, the left side, the middle segment and the right
side according to the cutting points.
(3)
 Copy the left side and right side of parent 1 to form
the left side and right side of child 1. According to
the order of operations in parent 2, the operator
constructs the middle segment of child 1 with
operations of parent 2, whose IDs are the same as
operations of the middle segment in parent 1.
(4)
 The role of these parents will then be exchanged in
order to generate another offspring child 2.
(5)
 Re-assign machines and tools to the operations in
the middle segment to legalize the offspring chromo-
somes according to the factory ID.
2.4.2. Mutation

A mutation operator acts as a background operator,
which is used to investigate some of the unvisited points
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in the search space and also to avoid pre-mature
convergence of the entire feasible space caused by some
super chromosomes.
A typical GA mutation makes changes by simply

exchanging the positions of some randomly selected
genes. However, for the distributed manufacturing
system, mutation once is not enough to explore all the
feasible operation sequences, as well as compare the
different selected factory combination. In the proposed
GA, mutation happens to the chromosomes twice, one is
for selected factory (mutation 1) and the other is for the
operations (mutation 2).
The procedure of mutation 1 is described as follows:
(1)
 Randomly select a factory ID from the factory ID
list, which is different from the current one.
(2)
 In order to legalize the chromosome, machines and
tools will be re-assigned for all the operations
according to the new factory-ID.
The procedure of mutation 2 is depicted as follows:
(1)
 Randomly choose a chromosome.

(2)
 Choose several pairs of genes stochastically and

permute their positions.
Example of mutation 1 and mutation 2 operations are
shown in Fig. 4.
Although mutation may introduce some genetic

diversity and avoid being trapped at a local optimum,
the newly generated chromosome may be invalid
because of the violation of precedence relations, thus
an algorithm will be applied to the mutated chromo-
some to guarantee its feasibility. The pseudocodes of the
algorithm are:
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j ¼ 1
repeat
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Fig. 4. Mutation
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End

In practice, machine-change is an important factor in
calculating processing time and production cost. The
frequency of machine-change increases time and cost for
accomplishing a job. In general, an experienced process
planner will attempt to assign the same machine to as
many operations of a job as possible. This research
proposes an approach by modifying the algorithm used
by Rocha et al. [15] for minimizing changeovers, which
will be used after mutations. The pseudocodes are:

Begin

i ¼ 0
repeat
if operation (i+1) has, as an alternative, the same
machine as operation (i), then assign current
machine to operation (i+1)
if the operation (i+1) has, as an alternative, the
same tool as operation (i), then assign current
tool to operation (i+1)
if the operation (i+1) has, as an alternative, the
same TAD as operation (i), then assign current
TAD to operation (i+1)
 4 5 3 
7 m-08 m-08 m-07 
0 t-12 t-14 t-13 

4 5 3 

7 m-08 m-08 m-07 
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 4 5 3 
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i++

until i ¼ number of genes in a chromosome �2
Fig. 5. A prismatic part used in [16].
End

2.5. Chromosome evaluation

When all the individuals (process plans) in the
population have been determined to be feasible, i.e. an
operation precedence is guaranteed, they can be
evaluated based on the objective functions. The objec-
tive of the CAPP problem is to obtain an optimal
operation sequence that results in optimizing resources
and minimizing production costs as well as processing
time. In this research, two optimization criteria, i.e.
minimum processing times and minimum production
cost, are employed to calculate the fitness of each
process plan and measure the efficiency of a manufac-
turing system.

2.5.1. Minimizing processing time

Processing time (PT), the commonly used criterion in
practice, generally comprises machining time, machine-
change time, tool-change time and set-up change time.
Here, four time indices are used to evaluate a process

plan: machine change time index (MCTI), tool change
time index (TCTI), set-up change time index (SCTI) and
machining time index (MTI). Different from the first
three time indices referring to Zhang [16] MTI is
assumed to reflect the importance of machining time
in the overall processing time. It is assumed that the
machining time of a unit volume (MTI) is treated as a
fixed amount for a particular combination of operation
type and machine (OP/M). The MTIs for each type of
operation combined with machines are user-defined
parameters. Thus, given the removed volume and
machine for manufacturing a feature through one single
operation, this feature’s machining time will be the
result of multiplication of MTI and the removed
volume. However, features may sometimes need more
than one type of operations to create in the actual
manufacturing environment, so how to determine the
removed volume for each operation becomes the
problem. Here, it is assumed that the total removed
volume for creating one feature will be divided by the
number of its operations, and the result from the above
computation will be considered as the volume produced
by each operation. In practice, this may not be true since
the produced volume depends on the operation type and
the machine used, however, it is used to simplify the
calculation of machining time for each feature.

2.5.2. Minimizing production cost

As the most commonly used criterion to select process
plans in the macroplanning stage, production cost (PC)
generally includes machine change cost (MCC), tool
change cost (TCC) and set up change cost (SCC). In
addition, similar to the role of machining time in
computing PT, machining cost comprising machine cost
(MC) and tool cost (TC) is also involved. The
calculation procedures of these cost factors have already
been described in detail in Zhang [16].
3. Illustrative examples

3.1. Traditional CAPP

Although the GA is proposed for generating an
optimal or near-optimal process plans from several
factories, the proposed GA can also deal with the single-
resource CAPP problem. Nevertheless, in the selected
factories, the first gene in each chromosome will be
designated for the factory ID number, and the factory-
ID mutation (mutation1) will be skipped.
In this case, a multi-feature prismatic part (Fig. 5)

with 19 design features reported by Zhang [16] will be
used to evaluate the capability of the GA-based CAPP
system. For comparison, we use the similar GA
parameters used in Refs. [16,17], i.e. population size of
50, crossover rate as 0.7, mutation rates set as 0.6, and
8000 generations are chosen as the stopping criterion.
All the manufacturing information (operation informa-
tion and resources) and precedence relationships are the
same as in Zhang [16].
The operation information, such as operation attri-

butes M/T/TAD and operations mapped to each
feature, is shown in Table 1. As shown in Table 2, a
job shop with four machines (a drill press, a vertical
milling machine, a vertical CNC machining center and a
boring machine) is defined, and a tool magazine that
contains eight cutters (T-01 to T-08) is selected for
machining this part. The cost indices of machine, tool
and set-up changes are MCCI ¼ 300; TCCI ¼ 10; and
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Table 1

Operation information table [16]

Feature-ID Operations TAD candidates Machine candidates Tool candidates

F1 Drilling (op1) þz;�z M-01, M-02, M-03 T-01

F2 Drilling (op2) þz;�z M-01, M-02, M-03 T-01

F3 Milling (op3) þz;�z M-02, M-03 T-08

F4 Milling (op4) þy;�z M-02, M-03 T-05, T-06

F5 Milling (op5) þy M-02, M-03 T-05, T-06

F6 Milling (op6) þy M-02, M-03 T-05, T-06

F7 Drilling (op7) þz;�z M-01, M-02, M-03 T-02

F7 Reaming (op8) þz;�z M-01, M-02, M-03 T-03

F7 Boring (op9) þz;�z M-03, M-04 T-04

F8 Drilling (op10) þz;�z M-01, M-02, M-03 T-01

F9 Drilling (op11) þz;�z M-01, M-02, M-03 T-02

F9 Reaming (op12) þz;�z M-01, M-02, M-03 T-03

F9 Boring (op13) þz;�z M-03, M-04 T-04

F10 Milling (op14) þx M-02, M-03 T-05, T-06

F11 Drilling (op15) �z M-01, M-02, M-03 T-01

F12 Drilling (op16) �z M-01, M-02, M-03 T-01

F13 Milling (op17) �y;�z M-02, M-03 T-05, T-07

F14 Milling (op18) �y;�z M-02, M-03 T-05, T-06

F15 Drilling (op19) þz;�z M-01, M-02, M-03 T-01

F16 Drilling (op20) þz;�z M-01, M-02, M-03 T-01

F17 Milling (op21) �y M-02, M-03 T-05, T-06

F18 Drilling (op22) �y M-01, M-02, M-03 T-01

F19 Drilling (op23) �y M-01, M-02, M-03 T-01

Table 2

Available resources in the job shop [16]

ID. Type Cost indices

M-01 Press drill 10

M-02 Vertical milling 35

M-03 Vertical CNC milling 60

M-04 Boring Machine 50

T-01 Drill F 0.2 3

T-02 Drill1F 1.2 3

T-03 Reamer 8

T-04 Boring tool 15

T-05 Milling cutter 1 10

T-06 Milling cutter 2 15

T-07 Slot cutter 10

T-08 Chamfer tool 10

MCCI: 300 SCCI: 90 TCI: 10
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SCCI ¼ 90; respectively. The other cost indices, i.e.,
machine and tool cost indices are also listed in Table 2.
The manufacturing operations are all machining (cut-
ting) operations. The precedence relationships between
these operations shown in Table 3 are obtained from a
set of rules including fixturability, tolerance factor, good
manufacturing practice and operation stages require-
ment for machining one feature.
Since the performance of GAs is not guaranteed and

can never be assessed on the basis of a single run [18]; in
this case, the program will be repeatedly run for 10
times, and the production cost of every optimal process
plan is generated and shown in Fig. 6. From which it can
be seen that the production cost varies from 1739 to
1745; nevertheless, the frequency of the production cost
(1742) is much higher than the other two. Therefore the
process plan with the production cost (1742) is selected
as the final optimal process plan in this example, which
is shown in Table 4. From the result, it can be seen that
the precedence relationships shown in Table 3 are
maintained, such as op1 and op2 will be finished before
op3 due to good manufacturing practice, op9 after op8,
op8 after op7 due to operation stages requirements, op5
before op21 due to fixturability, etc. The number of
iterations for producing the optimal process plans is no
more than 50 generations for each run, and the
computation time on a PC with Intel Pentium III
500MHz CPU and 64M RAM was about 40 s. The final
process plan produced by Zhang [16], which, after being
evaluated by some heuristics, is concluded to be the best
plan with a minimum number of set-ups. The result
came out after iteration of 8000 generations, and the
computation time on a Pentium PC at 133MHz was
about 7min [16].
Through comparison with the process plan reported

in Zhang [16,17], it can be seen that the proposed GA
approach can generate the most optimal process plan,
which has the same quality obtained by Zhang, within
much fewer number of iterations compared to 8000
iterations, i.e. only 45 iterations in our approach. In
addition, the more significant improvement of the
proposed GA approach is that it can handle not only
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Table 3

The precedence matrix (PM) for the case in [16]

Op 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

6 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

14 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

21 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1

22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10

1739

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

trials

p
ro

d
u

ct
io

n
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st
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Fig. 6. The variation of production costs generated from different

runs.
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the traditional CAPP optimization but also the dis-
tributed CAPP problem, which will be demonstrated in
the next section.

3.2. Distributed CAPP

In this case, a more complex prismatic part shown in
Fig. 7 was used to evaluate the capability of the GA.
The part was used by Chi-Cheng and Rajit [19] to test a
rule-based approach to minimize the set-up time, in
which RS1–RS6 represent the envelope surfaces of the
raw stock. The precedence relationships of the part are
shown in Table 5 where column 2 displays the
operations that must be finished before performing the
operation in the columns 1 and 3 shows the operations
that must be carried out when the operation in the first
column has been completed. The details are reported
in [19].
In this case, it is assumed that each feature can be

finished in one operation, and the TADs of each feature
are listed as follows:

F1ð�yÞ;F2ð�yÞ;F3ð�zÞ;F4ðþx;�xÞ;F5ð�xÞ,

F6ðþx;�xÞ;F7ð�xÞ.

It is also assumed that there are three factories, 001,
002 and 003, possessing different machines and tools
and having different manufacturing capabilities in the
distributed manufacturing system. Table 6 gives the cost
indices of machine, tool and set-up changes (MCCI,
TCCI and SCCI), and the time indices of machine, tool
and set-up changes (MCTI, TCTI, SCTI) in each
factory. All available manufacturing resources in the
three factories are shown in Table 7, and values in
parentheses are the cost indices of machines and tools.
In order to make the case study easily understandable,
the cost or time indices in some factories are purposely
set higher or lower than the others. From Tables 6 and
7, it can be seen that factory ‘‘001’’ has higher time
indices but lower cost indices than the other two
factories, and factory ‘‘002’’ has higher cost indices
but lower time indices than factories ‘‘001’’ and ‘‘003’’.
However, cost and time indices in factory ‘‘003’’ are
both lower than the other two factories. Therefore, a
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Table 4

The process plan of case study 1

Order 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Op-ID 14 5 6 4 21 22 23 20 1 18 15 16 19 2 17 7 8 3 9 11 12 13 10

M-ID 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 03 03 03 03 03

T-ID 05 05 05 05 05 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 07 02 03 08 04 02 03 04 01

TAD þx þy þy þy �y �y �y �z �z �z �z �z �z �z �z �z �z �z �z �z �z �z �z

Number of machine changes: 1 Number of tool changes: 9 Number of set-up changes: 3

The total production cost is 1742

Fig. 7. A prismatic part used in [19].

Table 5

The precedence relations for the case study [19]

Operation ID Predecessor Successor

Op1 op3 op2 op4

Op2 op1 op4 op6 op7

Op3 — op1 op4

Op4 op1 op2 op3 op5 op6 —

Op5 — op4

Op6 op2 op4 op7

Op7 op2 op6 —

Table 6

Cost and time indices in the three factories

Factory-ID MCCI TCCI SCCI MCTI TCTI SCTI

001 70 25 30 60 55 45

002 90 40 60 25 25 15

003 80 30 40 25 30 20
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process plan with minimum production costs and
minimum processing time can be, respectively, generated
from factories ‘‘001’’, ‘‘002’’ or ‘‘003’’, which could show
that the distributed CAPP system can handle multiple
objective functions and identify the most suitable
factory for the job based on different optimization
criteria.
In this case, it is assumed that, for a certain type of

operation, all its machining time indices (MTIs) are the
same for the machines that can be used to implement it.
All the job information is shown in Table 8 where
column 3 shows operation type of each feature, column
4 shows the removed volume for manufacturing each
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Table 7

Manufacturing resources in the three factories

Factory-ID Available machines Available tools

001 M-01(20), M-02(26),M-03(15) T-01(3), T-02(2), T-03(4), T-04(6), T-05(5)

002 M-04(40), M-05(30), M-06(35), M-07(40) T-06(15), T-07(10), T-08(12), T-09(9), T-10(13)

003 M-08(25), M-09(30), M-10(15) T-11(4), T-12(3), T-13(5),T-14(7), T-15(6)

Table 8

Description of the 7-operation job

Feature-ID Operation-

ID

Operation

type

Removed

volume

Machining

time index

F1 Op1 Milling 4 3

F2 Op2 Milling 7 3

F3 Op3 Milling 6 3

F4 Op4 Milling 9 3

F5 Op5 Drilling 4 5

F6 Op6 Milling 6 3

F7 Op7 Drilling 4 5
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feature, and MTI of each operation is shown in
column 5.
As shown in Table 9, columns 2 and 3 contain

machine and tool candidates for each operation, in
which machines (tools) from different factories are
separated by columns, for example: ‘‘M-02 M-03|M-05
M-06|M-08 M-10’’ are different machines from factory
‘‘001’’, ‘‘002’’ and ‘‘003’’ respectively.
In this case, minimum production cost and minimum

processing time will be separately selected as the
optimization objective, which is used to test if the
proposed CAPP system can identify the most suitable
factory for the specified job, and produce an optimal or
near-optimal process plan according to the different
objectives chosen. The optimal process plans can be
obtained as discussed in the following section.
3.3. Evaluations

3.3.1. Criterion 1: Minimum production cost

The final process plan is shown in Table 10 with its
total production cost, processing time, and number of
machine, tool and set-up changes, in which the
precedence relationships shown in Table 5 are main-
tained. From Table 9, it can be seen that all the
operations can be accomplished on M-02 or M-03,
however, the cost indices of M-03 is a little lower, so it is
chosen instead of M-02. By using Eqs. (A.1)–(A.5) (see
Appendix A), the total production cost and processing
time of the process plans can be worked out.
Since production cost is chosen as the optimization

objective, the distributed CAPP system chooses factory
‘‘001’’ with the lowest cost index for this job instead of
factories ‘‘002’’ and ‘‘003’’, which indicates that the
proposed GA can choose the most suitable factory for
generating an optimal or near-optimal process plan
based on the lowest cost.
3.3.2. Criterion 2: Minimum processing time

Table 11 gives the final process plan based on
criterion-2, and it can be seen that factory ‘‘002’’ is
chosen for this job because its time index is the lowest
in the three factories. The processing time is much
lower than that of the process plan-1, however, its
production cost is much higher because of its high
cost index and more machine changes. This process
plan may seem somewhat of little use in practice, but it
shows that the proposed GA can respond to a change
of criterion.
From the results discussed above, it can be concluded

that the proposed GA is also capable of dealing with
different criteria, and providing an optimal or near-
optimal process plan according to the selected criteria
for a distributed manufacturing system effectively and
efficiently.
4. Conclusions

The novelty of this GA approach and application is
its successful application to CAPP in the traditional as
well as distributed manufacturing (i.e. a multi-factory
environment). The GA approach for CAPP in distrib-
uted manufacturing systems based on geographically
dispersed machines and tools was developed. It can
produce an optimal or near-optimal process plan
compared to other approaches mainly for the single
manufacturing system. The most suitable manufacturing
factory can be found when handling distributed
manufacturing problems. Furthermore, it is capable of
performing multi-objective optimization based on mini-
mum production cost or minimum processing time.
Based on the objective selected, near-optimal solutions
can be obtained using the GA. From the performance
test shown, the developed technique is comparative or
better in dealing with the CAPP in a single manufactur-
ing system or factory.
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Table 11

The process plan-2 against criterion-2 (minimum processing time)

Factory-id: 002

Operation-ID Machine-ID Tool-ID TAD-ID

Op3 M-05 T-09 �z

Op1 M-05 T-09 �y

Op2 M-05 T-09 �y

Op6 M-05 T-09 �x

Op7 M-04 T-08 �x

Op5 M-04 T-08 �x

Op4 M-04 T-07 �x

Number of machine change: 1 Number of tool change: 1 Number of set up: 2

The total processing time is 216

The total production cost is: 560

Table 9

Available resources for the machining operations

Operation-ID Machine candidates Tool candidates

Op1 M-02 M-03 M-04 M-05 M-08 M-10 T-03 T-05 T-07 T-09 T-12

Op2 M-02 M-03 M-04 M-05 M-08 M-10 T-03 T-04 T-07 T-09 T-10 T-12 T-13

Op3 M-02 M-03 M-04 M-05 M-08 M-10 T-03 T-07 T-09 T-12 T-13

Op4 M-02 M-03 M-04 M-05 M-08 M-10 T-01 T-03 T-07 T-10 T-12 T-15

Op5 M-01 M-02 M-03 M-04 M-07 M-08 M-09 M-10 T-02 T-06 T-08 T-11 T-14

Op6 M-02 M-03 M-05 M-06 M-08 M-10 T-01 T-03 T-09 T-10 T-12 T-13

Op7 M-01 M-02 M-03 M-04 M-07 M-08 M-09 M-10 T-02 T-06 T-08 T-11 T-14

Table 10

The process plan-1 against criterion-1 (minimum production cost)

Factory-ID: 001

Operation-ID Machine-ID Tool-ID TAD-ID

Op3 M-03 T-03 �z

Op1 M-03 T-03 �y

Op2 M-03 T-03 �y

Op6 M-03 T-03 �x

Op7 M-03 T-02 �x

Op5 M-03 T-02 �x

Op4 M-03 T-01 �x

Number of machine change: 0 Number of tool change: 2 Number of set up change: 2

The total processing time is 336

The total production cost is 238
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Appendix A
�

1ID means the number used to represent the machine or tool used to

perform an operation.
Total machining time (MT):

MT ¼
Xn

i¼1

ðMTIi � ViÞ, (A.1)

where n is the total number of operations, V i the
removed volume generated by operation i, and MTIi

the machine time index.
�
 Total machine change time (MCT)

MCT ¼ MCTI
Xn�1
i¼1

OðMiþ1 � MiÞ, (A.2)

where Mi is the ID1 of the machine used to
perform operation i and MCTIi the machine change
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time index,

OðMi � MjÞ ¼
1 if MiaMj ;

0 if Mi ¼ Mj :

(
.

�
 Total tool change time (TCT)

TCT ¼ TCTI
Xn�1
i¼1

½ð1� OðMiþ1 � MiÞÞ

� OðTiþ1 � TiÞ	, ðA:3Þ

where Ti is the ID of the tool used to perform
operation i and TCTIi the tool change time index.
�
 Total set-up change time (SCT)

SCT ¼ SCTI
Xn�1
i¼1

½ð1� OðMiþ1 � MiÞÞ

� OðTADiþ1 � TADiÞ	, ðA:4Þ

where TADi is the ID of the TAD used to perform
operation i and SCTIi the set-up change time
index.
�
 Total processing time (PT)

PT ¼ MT þ MCT þ TCT þ SCT (A.5)
�
 Total production cost (PC)

PC ¼ MC þ TC þ MCC þ TCC þ SCC, (A.6)

where MC is the machine cost, TC is tool cost, MCC

the machine change cost, TCC the tool change cost,
and SCC the set-up change cost.
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